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With the campaign for March 20 general elections heating up, reports of campaign irregularities
and misconduct are on the rise. Although there have been complaints of misconduct against nearly
all forces participating in the elections, most the accusations are against the ruling Nationalist
Republican Alliance (Alianza Republicana Nacionalista, ARENA) party.
The most recent incident involved televised campaign ads attacking Ruben Zamora, presidential
candidate for the CD-FMLN coalition (Convergencia Democratica-Frente Farabundo Marti para
la Liberacion Nacional). The ads featured scenes of destruction from the civil war, pointing to
presidential candidate Zamora as one of the leaders responsible for the killing and destruction.
The CD-FMLN filed a complaint with the Supreme Electoral Tribunal (Tribunal Supremeo
Electoral, TSE), arguing that the personal insults against Zamora and the use of images from the war
"undermine the process of national reconciliation." On Feb. 7, the TSE ordered the ads taken off
the air. The sponsor of the ads the far right Freedom and Democracy Institute (Instituto Libertad y
Democracia, ILYD), headed by ARENA sympathizer Kirio Waldo Salgado vigorously protested the
TSE order as a violation of constitutional guarantees of freedom of expression.
Meanwhile, in early February CD leader Hector Silva announced that the CD-FMLN is looking into
the possibility of filing charges in court against several government officials for misappropriation
of funds in connection with a series of reported incidents where state resources have been used
for ARENA campaign activities. Silva added that to date, the CD- FMLN estimates that over US
$3 million in government funds have been spent as part of the campaigns of ARENA candidates.
According to the CD-FMLN, since the campaign began ARENA and other right wing parties have
committed a total of 72 infractions of the constitution or the electoral law as part of their efforts to
sabotage the electoral bid of the left.
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